MATHEMATICS
Children will sort objects by type and line up to help develop
mathematical thinking and accuracy.
Children will learn that one object can be represented by
another and begin to use a variety of representations
including numerals and written words.
Children will sequence consecutive and non-consecutive
numbers both forwards and backwards within 10.
Children will become confident placing numbers on a number
track and using the language of one more and one less and
compare numbers.
Children will use ordinal numbers such as first, second and
third to indicate position.
They will begin addition and subtraction using the part-whole
model and use +, - and =
They will use fact families and number bonds to further
secure their understanding.
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Phonics, Spelling & Vocabulary:
Children will have daily phonic lessons based on an
appropriate phase for them and reading books will be linked
to the phase that they are working on. Our focus will be on
children learning to read and spell keywords, together with
looking at specific spelling patterns. We are beginning to
look at cursive writing in handwriting lessons which is being
carried out throughout the school.
Grammar & Punctuation:
In class we will be focusing on the use of capital letters,
finger spaces and full stops when writing sentences and
captions. Children will be introduced to the term noun.
Comprehension & Composition:
The children will become familiar with the text and
characters in ‘Chicken Licken’ and How to raise the sky?’
Texts / Class Reading book:
Dick King Smith stories

ART
Children will be looking at the artist Andy Warhol.
We will be creating our own portraits using different media
to achieve different effects such as clay, fabric, natural
resources from our outside area and a range of mark making
materials.

Term 1 2019-2020

PSHCE
The theme for PSHE&C this term is ‘Our happy school’.
Through discussion and role play, we will explore what it is
to be welcoming and how to make a welcoming classroom.
We will also learn how to play well and work well with others
and to solve problems when things go wrong. We will work
together to generate Golden Rules for our classroom.

RE
The children will be investigating the question Why is the
word God important to Christians? Investigating using
interactive sessions that include Bible stories and
celebrations.

Our focus will be on contrasts- low/high, loud/quiet,
smooth/jumpy, fast, slow.

HUMANITIES

PE and GAMES
Games: Outside we will be travelling in different ways,
including running and jumping. We will also practice this
indoors.
P.E.: Gymnastics: Inside we will be performing and naming
simple gym shapes and ordering them. We will practice
showing control and coordination when travelling and staying
still.

MUSIC

COMPUTING
This term the children will learn how to become familiar with
our new network and hardware, learning how to log on and
off and use simple programs. They will also develop their
keyboard and mouse skills and embedded within computing
will be learning about e-safety. We will be using the School
iPads to enhance our learning.

SCIENCE
Scientific Enquiry:
This term we will be observing seasonal changes by adopting
and investigating the trees outside our classrooms. We will
also be finding out about our bodies. We will be identifying
and labelling the parts of the body, investigating our senses
and the part of the body associated with each sense. We will
be describing and comparing the structure of a variety of
common animals by naming body parts and grouping these
animals.

Geography: Children will locate the position of the United
Kingdom in the world, identifying and locating countries of
the UK and their capital cities. They will use maps and
atlases to locate different places and talk about their own
personal knowledge of different countries and where they
live. We will use Google Earth to discover more about where
we live.

SUPPORT YOUR CHILD AT HOME





Please read with your child as often as you
can at home. This helps them to become
more familiar with the text and to become
more confident and fluent readers.
Please encourage your child to complete their
Homework and spellings.
Please send in wellies and coats for Outside
Learning.

